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Philadelphia Insurance Companies Offers Online Tool to Build
Custom Risk Management Plan
Cloud portal helps create custom plan and polices for non-profit and for-profit organizations.
BALA CYNWYD, PA, July 13, 2015— Philadelphia Insurance Companies (PHLY) introduces
the PHLY Risk Management Portal, a website offering access to three powerful risk cloud
applications for non-profit and for-profit policyholders. The PHLY Risk Management Portal is
powered by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center (NRMC).

The PHLY Risk Management Portal is easily accessible after logging into MyPHLY. It’s a
complimentary service for PHLY insureds valued at $320. The portal provides access to three
unique cloud applications:
•

My Risk Assessment evaluates risk through a self-evaluation that addresses
employment practices, contracts, special events, harm to clients, and other issues.

•

My Risk Management Plan looks at financial management, client safety, governance,
and more to create a risk management plan. Users can upload a current plan, select
from samples, or draft their own.

•

My Risk Management Policies helps users create custom policies using a simple, stepby-step process that features over 150 templates.

“Non-profit organizations have unique risks and the new Risk Management Portal is specifically
designed to help identify and create risk management practices around those exposures,”
shared Mark Konchan, vice president of risk management services at Philadelphia Insurance
Companies. “This is a tremendous tool for organizations, allowing them to focus their resources
on the programs and people they serve.”
“We are delighted to partner with PHLY to offer our cloud applications at no cost to PHLY
policyholders,” notes Melanie Herman, executive director of the Nonprofit Risk Management
Center. “The launch of the PHLY Risk Portal is a testament to the company’s commitment to
sponsor the development of innovative, user-friendly risk resources.”
All documents including assessments, plans, and policies may be downloaded or viewed
virtually. For more information on the PHLY Risk Management Portal, visit our website here.
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
Philadelphia Insurance Companies designs, markets, and underwrites commercial
property/casualty and professional liability insurance products incorporating value added
coverages and services for select industries. In operation since 1962, the Company, whose
commercial lines insurance subsidiaries are rated “A++” (Superior) by A.M. Best Company and
“AA-” for counterparty credit and financial strength by Standard & Poor’s, is nationally
recognized as a member of Ward's Top 50, National Underwriter’s Top 100, and one of the Top
150 Workplaces in America. Policies are underwritten by Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance
Company and Tokio Marine Specialty Insurance Company. The organization has 49 offices
strategically located across the United States to provide superior service. For more information,
please visit www.PHLY.com.
Nonprofit Risk Management Center
The Nonprofit Risk Management Center has provided expert help and guidance to nonprofit
leaders since it became an independent nonprofit in 1992. The Center’s staff and associates are
uniquely positioned to both understand and respond to tough questions about operational and
enterprise risk matters. The Center is widely known as a trusted risk advisor to best-in-class
nonprofits and companies that serve nonprofits. For more information, please visit
www.nonprofitrisk.org.
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